Support of glyph change for both Mtavruli and Mkhedruli AIN

About AIN

To: ISO/IEC JTC1/SC2/WG2 and the Unicode Technical Committee  
From: Akaki Razmadze, Nika Gujejiani, Giorgi Vakhtangishvili

Dear colleagues,

With regard to the Irish ballot comments regarding glyph changes requested to the Georgian Mtavruli letter AIN which is under ballot and to the existing Mkhedruli letter AIN, we would like to confirm that the glyph change proposed should be applied to both characters. The first change is necessary to avoid confusability with Mtavruli letter LAS in some common font styles, and the second change is necessary so that the two letters have the correct Mtavruli/Mkhedruli glyph association.

We support the change presented by the Irish National Body, and encourage all vendors, who have currently supported the Mkhedruli letter AIN to alter that glyph. Again, the glyph change needs to be made for both Mtavruli and Mkhedruli AIN, which will be also more natural and close to the original form of AIN.

Sincerely yours, and with thanks.

[Signatures]

6. 7as777x796